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the story behind the declaration of independence's most memorable line
It's A Phony War when it comes to Climate, but it is not on a system designed for Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. I suppose I should be grateful for people
like John Kerry and Gina

life liberty and the pursuit
For over two centuries, the notion that Americans “… are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit
of Happiness” has been a

we should take them at their words
The "liberty" promised by the Declaration of Independence is interfering with the "life" and the "pursuit of happiness" in ways the Founding Fathers could never have
imagined. Given the choice

what is life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness?
Sending the royal navy to Jersey to confront the French was a suitable overture to elections in Britain dominated by populist nationalism of differing variants. Boris
Johnson promised “unwavering

on guns and covid, it's liberty over lives
This attitude of entitlement takes life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness and turns it into government handouts, reparations and a lack of accountability for oneself.
Victimhood culture allows

the pursuit of national liberty should not be handed over to toxic populists and demagogues
Philosophers have struggled to find the place where freedom should give way to social responsibility. The virus didn’t help.

opinion: the consequences of victimhood culture
To remain democracy "That all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and
the pursuit of Happiness." These

covid pitted life against liberty and vanquished both
WUOT’s jazz staff consists of seven extremely knowledgeable proponents of the music that is an unalienable right for Americans, dedicated to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of jazz. In addition

opinion | letters to the editor: to remain democracy | absoluteness of rights | creation isn't science
Though Jane learns that life can be bearable at Moor House, she also realizes that she cannot be happy unless she spends her life with Rochester.

life, liberty, and the pursuit of jazz
In short, we all deserve a decent shot at a good life. But many Americans don’t have that shot. In King County, over 11,000 people are without permanent homes,
almost half living on the streets

pursuit and punishment of happiness in jane eyre
I have felt for a long time that the world will inexorably transition from capitalism and socialism to cooperativism. Throughout human history, our progress from living
in caves to visiting the moon

life, liberty and the pursuit of a universal safety net for all americans
But these are unusual times, so please check that events are still happening. Life, Liberty, And The Pursuit Of Tolerance: Craig Billings says How can humanity search
for better ways to live

from the left: transition from capitalism will lead to cooperativism
When Thomas Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence, he referred to our rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness as inalienable from our human
nature, and as gifts of the Creator.

life, liberty, and the pursuit of tolerance: craig billings
Gretchen Bates, Melodi Molt and all members of the Harney County Republican Central Committee put on an educational and informative program last Saturday,
dealing with our current political mess.

judge andrew p. napolitano: the abuse of the fourth amendment and the consequences of that abuse
Second, the language is all of the above, not Life, then Liberty, then pursuit of Happiness. Her final sentence, “What is missing is shutting up and reasoning.” This is an
absurdity and illogical.

guest comment: defending life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness
I believe America honoring our founding principles is the world’s best hope for promoting individual freedoms and the liberty to pursue the unalienable rights given to
mankind by a loving

letters: amelia robinson column sparks debate over life and liberty
with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." No pandemic may ever nullify these rights. Vaccines that were
designed to prevent people from

the pursuit for and daily practice of hope
Forget GSP Plus. Focus on life, liberty, and the pursuit of loot. Fawn on the politicos who can bring home the booty. But first, we’ll have to export them. Do it quickly,
before CEPA…

letter to the editor: pandemic can't be used to nullify anyone's rights
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. "That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed.

life, liberty, and the pursuit of loot…
Foster a sense of respect for each other and for life because it is the right thing to do and because doing so will protect society

letter: citizens need to stand up for what we believe in
It is a part of that for a lot of Americans. I'm trying to show people that our promise, of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, is inconsistent with our practice, this
banning of drugs

your turn: solutions lie in our ability to reject the culture of hate
Lusty have been the wails of frustrated honors candidates who have sought entry to the bottomless caverns of Widener in search of the priceless riches entombed
there. Stack privileges are so

coming out of the chemical closet
This is no more against freedom of speech than the income tax is against life liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 2. Tax every stock trade at .0001%. This would raise
millions. 3. Close

life liberty and the pursuit of studies
She’s The New York Times journalist who won the 2020 Pulitzer Prize for commentary for her powerful personal essay introducing the groundbreaking 1619 Project,
which reframes American history through

letter: tap new revenue resources
The Declaration of Independence states that …”Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness…” are inalienable rights. The Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution states

messenger: missouri republicans embrace racism and censorship in trying to ban the 1619 project
After Derek Chauvin trial jurors delivered a small measure of accountability, Rev. Al Sharpton prompts viewers to continue their involvement in the fight for justice.
Amid a summer of racial

letter to the editor: time to get serious about regulating gun ownership
Someone is leaving, usually, to follow a new pursuit in life, liberty and happiness. But someone is always left behind. This time, the readers of The News will be left
behind. Michaele Duke has

rise up: demand that your state legislators uphold your right to assembly. get out into the streets to demand that the promise of this country - life,
liberty, and the pursuit ...
Associate yourself with men of good quality if you esteem your own reputation; for 'tis better to be alone than in bad company. You will ever remember that all the end
of study is to make you a

the news editor retires
Revisit Pitchfork’s 2017 interview “Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness: A Conversation With Lana Del Rey.”

inspiring quotes on life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness from every us president
In White Freedom, historian Tyler Stovall examines how liberty for some has always entailed a lack of liberty for many others.

lana del rey announces new album blue banisters, teases new song: listen
They never acknowledge that our precious unalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness come from our Creator. Historically, secular socialism has not
only failed, but it has

liberty for whom?
America prides itself on being a nation that upholds a codified list of inalienable rights and the pursuit of happiness. Liberty is why so many people worldwide dream of
having their worn-out soles

choose your media source wisely (your letters)
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed.

ruben wills’ righteous run: the democrat was exonerated and wants to hold office again
These men wanted to lead a nation that provided every person with life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. It is in the Declaration of Independence that we see how
the founding fathers best

letter: citizens need to stand up for what we believe in
Ohio police continued the pursuit, which eventually came to an end in Girard, where police detained both the juvenile driver and adult female passenger. Liberty
Township police cited the woman for

is this the country the founders envisioned?
Love. And Ice cream. The United States Declaration of Independence declares that our inalienable rights include life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. There’s a
school of thought that

investigation continues on two-state pursuit
“We need to support and embrace leaders like President Bukele who demonstrate a firm grasp of the rights endowed by our Creator, among which are life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness as it

love and ice cream
That dream of a land in which life should be better, richer, and fuller for everyone, with opportunity for each according to ability or achievement. In 1931, the American
Dream applied to white men

congressional candidate launches 2022 campaign with public support of el salvadorian president, nayib bukele
If we, as a society, truly believe in the ideals enshrined in our founding document—Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of happiness for all—then it is incumbent upon us to
use our knowledge and

dreaming big and investing wisely can change your life and career
Henry County Sheriff’s deputies picked up the pursuit from the Fulton County Sheriff’s Office as the vehicle entered Henry County on Ohio 109, between Delta and
Liberty Center, around 2:20

dr. carl hart: blame drug war for dmx’s death, not drugs
"Too many Americans have taken for granted the freedoms that previous generations won," journalist and commentator Jason Whitlock told Mark Levin in an interview
airing Sunday on "Life, Liberty

suspect arrested near liberty center following pursuit
Whose scripture then? I would like to remind the writer that “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” he spoke of came from the revolution of a people who would,
and did, give their lives

jason whitlock tells 'life, liberty & levin' too many americans take their freedoms for granted
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness may not be attained, together and separately, if we don’t maintain a system that favors people who obey laws over those who
do not. This sounds like

‘spiritual moral values’ are in the eye of the beholder (your letters)
The Spokesman-Review examines one question from the Naturalization Test immigrants must pass to become United States citizens

editorial: let's help victims by punishing crime
Our country’s Declaration of Independence states that governments are instituted to secure our rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” The first section of
our own state

we the people: ‘all men’ in the declaration of independence wasn’t always interpreted literally
Single-shot weapons, perhaps allowing one manually prepared shot every 30-60 seconds. That is a regulation that just might preserve our right to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.
letter: we deserve right to live without daily terror
The history of the world before 1776 was a history of “accident and force.” Most people in most places were ruled by brute power or by old customs that the populace
had never formally consented to in
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